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In the past 25 years, the identity of chia 

seeds has transformed from a living 

pottery with a catching jingle (adults 

today remember the “cha-cha-cha-chia” 

commercials from the 1980’s) to a highly 

touted superfood.  Yes, just a few decades 

ago the main use for chia seeds was to 

spread them a terracotta animal, water it, 

and then watch as the seeds sprout into 

“hair” for your chia pet.  Today things 

have changed as numerous people are 

consuming chia seeds in their diet.  It is 

projected that the annual global sales of 

chia seeds will surpass more than 2 

billion dollars by the year 2022.

Chia seeds are editable grey seeds that 

come from the small plant in the mint 

family (Salvia hispanica) that is native to 

southern Mexico and central America.  

Golden chia seeds come from and are 

found to grow in Northern Mexico and 

southern regions of the United States.  

The seeds are hydrophilic and will absorb 

up to twelve times their weight in water 

as they develop a distinctive gel coating 

when they become wet.

Centuries ago, chia seeds were used both 

as a staple food and in religious 

ceremonies for the Aztec people.  Along 

with corn and beans, chia seeds made up 

a large portion of the diet of indigenous 

people of the region.  Aside from being 

eaten, chia seeds were ground into flour, 

mixed into drinks, and pressed for oil.  In 

addition, chia seeds could be harvested 

and then stored which made them ideal a 

food source for traveling.  Ancient

civilizations thought the chia seeds gave 

them “superpowers” and warriors would 

eat them to maintain their stamina before 

heading off to battle.

As a superfood, chia seeds have been 

shown to possess numerous nutritional 

and therapeutic benefits.  They have been 

used to support the regulation of diabetes 

and hypertension as well as reducing 

inflammation in the body.  In 2016, the 

Journal of Food Science and Technology

published that approximately 65% of the 

fat in chia seeds comes from alpha-

linolenic oil.  This oil is in the family 

omega-3 fatty acids which have been 

shown to help lower cholesterol levels, 

improve blood pressure, and prevent 

blood clots. 

Despite their small size, chia seeds are 

incredibly dense in nutrients.  Two 

tablespoons of chia seeds will contain 4g 

of protein, 12g of carbohydrates, and 7g 

of fats.  With 20% of its calories coming 

in the form of protein, chia seeds can 

assist in maintaining a healthy weight. 

With 11g of fiber, chia seeds can slow 

down digestion and regulate insulin
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levels by controlling blood sugar spikes 

caused by eating.  Chica seeds are 

recommended by several health experts as 

an alternative to other grains for 

consumption.   The calcium, potassium, 

and phosphorus contents in chia seeds is 

several times greater than rice, oats, 

wheat, or corn.  Consuming chia seeds 

also provides more iron than spinach or 

liver.

Chia seeds are loaded with antioxidants 

which are believed to help prevent the 

oils it contains from going rancid. Caffeic

acid is an antioxidant that may as act an 

anti-inflammatory and antiviral in 

addition to reducing free radicals in the 

body.  Quercetin is another antioxidant 

found in chia seeds that may help with 

preventing inflammation and cancer 

within the body.

While more research is needed to better 

understand all the benefits of chia seeds, 

their significant abundance of nutrients 

supports why they care considered by 

many to be a super food.

Summary Questions

1.  Where are chia seeds grown and how have they historically been used?

2. Chia seeds are often referred to as a “super food.”  What benefits do the offer.

3. Describe the macronutrient profile of chia seeds.

4. How do chia seeds compare to other grains?

5. Chia seeds are a rich source of antioxidants. Give examples of their potential benefits.
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Chia Seeds are grown in Mexico, Central America, and the United States.  They 

have been used as a staple food and in religious ceremonies.

They have been used to support the regulation of diabetes and hypertension as well 

as reducing inflammation in the body

Two tablespoons of chia seeds will contain 4g of protein, 12g of carbohydrates, and 

7g of fats. 11g of the carbohydrates in chia seeds are in the form of fiber.

The mineral contents in chia seeds is several times greater than rice, oats, wheat, or 

corn.  Consuming chia seeds also provides more iron than spinach or liver.

Caffeic acid may act as an anti-inflammatory and antiviral in addition to reducing 

free radicals in the body.  Quercetin may help with preventing inflammation and 

cancer within the body.


